
The AyrKing Double-Door Marinator is the solution to marinating your protein 
and saving time from having to re-sort cuts. AyrKing's Double-Door Marinator 
includes a marinator drum that keeps your different cuts separated and labeled. The 
segregated compartments allows sorting while inspecting pieces. This segregation saves 
significant time when staging the marinated pieces. Not only does the Double-Door 
marinator keep track of your cuts, but it also quickly infuses your marinade flavors into 
your menu items. The AyrKing double-door marinator features a timer that can be 
custom set allowing quick, on-demand marination with full flavor profile. With a 
standard 10.7 gallon [40.6L] drum, our marinator allows you to marinade large 
volumes of protein at once. It is caster mounted for mobility around the kitchen and 
easy storage under a worktable. For cleaning, simply remove the drum from the cart 
and wash it in the sink. It's that easy!

Double-Door Marinator 

OPTIONAL 
ACCESSORIES
B617

B618

MODELS
M101120D2

M101220D2

115V Double-Door 
Tumble Marinator

230V Double-Door 
Tumble Marinator

ADVANTAGES
Double-Door Drum keeps cuts separate saving prep time

Labeled drum clearly identifies compartment contents

Quick, on-demand Marination

Customizable timer to reach your full flavor profile

Mounted on Casters for easy mobility and storage in the kitchen. 

Removable drum makes it easy to clean in the sink.

SPECIFICATION

Plastic Tub w/Lid

Perforated Drain Inset 
for Plastic Tub
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MODELS CRATED MEASUREMENTS UNCRATED

LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT

M101120D2/M101220D2 39" (990.6mm)  25" (635mm) 36" (914.4mm) 170 lb (77kg) 120 lb (54kg)

Specifications subject to change without notice. Version 04/2022

ELECTRICAL

115V, 50/60Hz, 1 phase,  
1.6 AMP, 184W

230V, 50/60Hz, 1 phase,  
0.9 AMP, 207W

Includes universal male three 
prong, recessed AC receptacle

(IEC 320 C13) mating to an 10 foot 
(3048mm) cord with NEMA 5-15P 
male three prong plug

WARRANTY

One Year Parts

Ninety Days Labor

No Travel Time




